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Not just a how-to guide. A what, when, where, how, and why-to guide.Are you a manufacturing

manager, engineer, technician, or operator responsible for creating or updating procedures?

Then you know that accurate documentation is critical for training, operations, and reference.

But without a well-defined structure and intuitive, practical content, a documentation system

can also turn into a liability—a high-maintenance, resource-draining monster.Jason Tesar is an

expert technical writer and editor with over 20 years of experience working in engineering-

intensive manufacturing operations. In Writing Manufacturing Procedures, he walks you

through concepts and methods tested under the most demanding production and service

environments.You’ll learn what information is necessary to support a robust manufacturing

process, how to segment that information to expand its usability, and how to present it to

readers for maximum comprehension. Utilizing three basic document types—each with a

specific function—you’ll discover how to construct your own system with efficient, thorough

content that will remain relevant as your business grows.



1 INTRODUCTION1.1 Why Should You Document Your Processes?Have you heard the

saying, you don’t know how well you understand something until you try to teach it to someone

else? The discipline of documenting your processes can help identify information holes,

instructional contradictions, process inconsistencies, and areas where your business is at risk.

And afterward, the results of that effort (the documentation) will enable consistency in the

training of personnel and the operation of your manufacturing processes, which will ultimately

improve the consistency of your products or services.This is the conceptual basis for Good

Manufacturing Practice (GMP), Good Documentation Practice (GDocP), and quality

certifications like ISO 9001.Successful manufacturing companies:Say what they do (document

their processes)Do what they say (hold themselves accountable to their documentation)1.2 Is

This the Right Book for You?Perhaps your company has already documented its processes,

but are you happy with the results? Are you a quality assurance manager who struggles with

organizing the manufacturing section of your document control system? Maybe you’re a

production manager who needs to overhaul your department’s documentation and retrain

employees in order to reduce the frequency of mistakes. Perhaps you’re a process engineer

who understands the intricacies of how to build a product but not how to communicate that

knowledge to others. Maybe you’re a technician with some proficiency at writing who wants to

clean up existing documents. Or are you an operator who wishes that your manufacturing

instructions were written in plain English so they’d actually be usable?Whatever your role in the

manufacturing environment, you know that accurate documentation is helpful for learning and

performing any repeated operation. And as the complexity of your company’s product

increases, usable documentation becomes not just helpful but necessary. If your company

must comply with industry standards, necessary becomes critical. Perhaps even legal,

depending on the industry in which you operate.But documentation can also turn into a liability.

Without a well-defined plan and consistent execution, instructions become duplicated. When

one set of instructions is updated but the other forgotten, duplications begin to deviate from

one another and eventually become contradictions. When new information is added, it ends up

in the wrong document or a counterintuitive location that ensures it will quickly be forgotten.

The number of challenges begins to add up when factoring in how many content creators and

editors are involved. Over time, instructions that were intended to inform are ignored, and

employees begin relying on training, word-of-mouth, or memory to perform their tasks correctly.

Yet, without accurate documentation, the content of training varies from person to person.

Word-of-mouth can’t be trusted. And memory is notoriously unreliable. The frequency of

mistakes increases. Someone should address the problem, but everyone is too busy building

product (a money-making activity) to deal with documentation (which feels like a money-

wasting activity). And even if the resources were actually made available to correct the

problem, where would one start?Hopefully your company’s situation isn’t as dire as what I’ve

just described. But if you’re a manager, engineer, technician, or operator working in a

manufacturing environment and responsible for creating or updating documentation, this book

can help you solve or avoid the most common problems.1.3 Why Listen to Me?In a

manufacturing environment, the personnel who perform the work (engineers, technicians, and

operators) don’t necessarily have the organization or written communication skills to properly

explain the complexities of what they do. And those tasked with documenting the work (often

QA personnel or outsourced writers) may not have sufficient hands-on experience to describe

the work itself.I’m an expert technical writer and editor with over 20 years of experience in



manufacturing. The majority of that time has been spent in an engineering-intensive industry,

where controlled documentation systems are fundamental and adherence to government and

international standards is required. I’m in the unique position of having performed the work and

written about it, which means I thoroughly understand the challenges involved. I’ve also seen

the positive effects of clear, organized communication.In a well-designed documentation

system, there is a place for everything and everything is in its place. Users understand the

information and where to find it because the information is understandable and in a logical

place. Such a system doesn’t become a tangled mess, because when new requirements are

added, content creators know exactly where to put the information. A well-designed

documentation system is not a high-maintenance, resource-draining monster. It’s a

foundational tool for businesses to achieve consistency and quality. And these characteristics

can help define a company’s identity, making it stand out in the marketplace.
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product (a money-making activity) to deal with documentation (which feels like a money-

wasting activity). And even if the resources were actually made available to correct the

problem, where would one start?Hopefully your company’s situation isn’t as dire as what I’ve

just described. But if you’re a manager, engineer, technician, or operator working in a

manufacturing environment and responsible for creating or updating documentation, this book

can help you solve or avoid the most common problems.1.3 Why Listen to Me?In a

manufacturing environment, the personnel who perform the work (engineers, technicians, and

operators) don’t necessarily have the organization or written communication skills to properly

explain the complexities of what they do. And those tasked with documenting the work (often

QA personnel or outsourced writers) may not have sufficient hands-on experience to describe

the work itself.I’m an expert technical writer and editor with over 20 years of experience in

manufacturing. The majority of that time has been spent in an engineering-intensive industry,

where controlled documentation systems are fundamental and adherence to government and

international standards is required. I’m in the unique position of having performed the work and

written about it, which means I thoroughly understand the challenges involved. I’ve also seen

the positive effects of clear, organized communication.In a well-designed documentation

system, there is a place for everything and everything is in its place. Users understand the

information and where to find it because the information is understandable and in a logical

place. Such a system doesn’t become a tangled mess, because when new requirements are

added, content creators know exactly where to put the information. A well-designed

documentation system is not a high-maintenance, resource-draining monster. It’s a

foundational tool for businesses to achieve consistency and quality. And these characteristics

can help define a company’s identity, making it stand out in the marketplace.1.4 Why Did I

Write This Book?Budgets are tight … and growing tighter every day. A manufacturing company

may need a documentation system but lack the initial resources to put one in place. Not to

mention the ongoing resources required to maintain it. This means the task of designing and

creating a system will likely be handled internally, with minimal expense. If so, the structure of

the system must be understood in advance. And documents must be written quickly but be

thorough enough to hold their value for years to come.So how can this be accomplished?I

wrote this book to answer that question by walking you through concepts and methods I

developed while working in a variety of manufacturing environments (both low-volume/high-mix

and high-volume/low-mix production, as well as manufacturing services). These methods are

directly applicable to small and medium-sized businesses using a printed or simple electronic

implementation, including those with controlled document systems. Even large businesses will

benefit from the concepts in this book, particularly if those companies suffer from common,

growth-related system problems (duplication of info and related discrepancies, inefficiencies

associated with inconsistent format, poor system organization due to non-scalable system

design, etc.).I want to pass along my experience in order to make the design, creation, and

maintenance of manufacturing documents as efficient and inexpensive as possible. Why?

Because lack of resources needn’t be a barrier to improvement.1.5 What Can You Expect to

Learn from This Book?This book is not about the writing process. There are plenty of other

books on the market that address the topics of interviewing stakeholders, outlining your

proposed content, writing your first draft, seeking editorial input, revising, getting approval, and

publishing your documents. This book is about the content itself �— �what information you’ll need

for a robust manufacturing documentation system and how you should structure that content to

maximize usability and minimize redundancy.The overall presentation in this book is from

general principles to specific information. This is the case with the entire book, as well as within



each section of the book. I’ll explain the context for the information and then proceed to give

you the details.In the GETTING STARTED section, I’ll discuss some high-level concepts you’ll

want to consider while designing a document system or getting to know your existing one.

Before you begin creating documents, you’ll need to understand how those documents will

relate to each other and what functions they must perform. You’ll also want to understand the

types of information being conveyed through those documents and the audiences who will

receive that information.This will lead you to consider the structure of your company, and when

you do that, you’ll find that the information you intend to document has an inherent

organization, which will become the pattern for your document system. Following this pattern,

I’ll introduce the three document types that will form the basis �— �and perhaps the entirety �— �of

your manufacturing documentation.In the EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS PROCEDURE,

INSPECTION CRITERIA SPECIFICATION, and PROCESS PROCEDURE sections, we’ll dive

into the details of the three document types in the same order that you should create them. For

each, I’ll cover the following:What the document isWhy it’s neededWhich employees will use

itWhere it fits in the document systemHow many are neededAnd most importantly … what

content it should containThen I’ll walk you through each section, giving you a detailed

explanation of the content needed there. I’ll present the information in the order in which I

recommend arranging it within the document. If your company already has a controlled

document system that dictates the topics and organization of your manufacturing

documentation, the topics I present can be split up and arranged to comply with it.Once you

understand the three foundational document types, we’ll look at some modifications,

exceptions, and other documents you may need in the OTHER DOCUMENT TYPES

section.Everything up to this point will have involved structure and content. In STYLE,

FORMATTING, AND PRESENTATION, we’ll discuss how to present your content in the

clearest manner possible.When you reach the NEXT STEPS section, you’ll have everything

you need to get started creating your own documents. But if you want to speed up the process,

I’ll show you where you can download my document templates, which are structured and

preformatted based on the principles in this book.Finally, for those of you who are using

Microsoft Word, I’ll give you specific instructions on how to accomplish some of the most

common formatting tasks in FORMATTING WITH MICROSOFT WORD.2 GETTING

STARTEDAt their most basic level, documents are just information. So whether you’re

contributing to an existing document system or building one from scratch, it’s helpful to

understand some general concepts regarding informational structure. Although this book

focuses on manufacturing, these concepts may also be applied to other departments.2.1 Top-

Down PerspectiveBefore writing any documentation, you need to know the purpose of your

content, the scope of topics it will cover, and the intended audience. Will your content be

instructive, merely informational, or both? Does this information already exist elsewhere? If so,

how much of your content will be new information? Does the new information replace or

supplement existing information? Does it contradict?All of these questions arise because your

documentation won’t exist in a vacuum. It will have a relationship with other information. This

larger informational structure is a system, and to know how your new documentation fits into it,

you must first design the system or get to know the one that is already in place. This is what I

call a top-down perspective.What types of information already exist or need to be created? Are

there different audiences for these information types? Are there areas of overlap between the

audiences and information types? How can you organize the information to avoid duplicating it?

Understand the system conceptually, from the top-down. This is the same approach I’ve taken

with this book �— �walking you through concepts and design considerations first, before



discussing how to implement those concepts.2.2 Bottom-Up PerspectiveAfter you understand

the structure, you can begin building a new system, modifying an existing one, or just

contributing content in an efficient and effective manner. When you reach this stage of the

process, you’ll be creating the individual pieces of a system and/or fitting those pieces together.

And since you can’t fit pieces together that don’t exist in the first place, you must build or

modify the system from the bottom-up. This is what I call a bottom-up perspective.To reiterate

… design or learn the system from the top-down; build or modify it from the bottom-up.2.3

External vs. Internal Facing ContentPress releases. Websites. Ads. All effective marketing

content is created with an external-facing purpose. Its goal is to appeal to an external audience �

— �potential customers. And its topics, organization, and language are structured to support this

goal. To answer customer questions, meet their needs, and build their confidence in your

business.If you create an internal manufacturing document system with an external marketing

mindset, the result will be a confusing mess.Manufacturing documentation is different because

the audience is internal to the company. Its topics, organization, and language must support a

different goal. Because that goal is the proper functioning of the company, manufacturing

documentation is most effective when it is patterned after the organization itself. In this way, the

pieces of the document system are tangible versions of the company’s functions.2.4 The

Functional Structure of a CompanyWithin the company are departments, operating

sequentially or in parallel, each performing a vital business function:The Marketing department

attracts potential customers.The Sales department turns leads into paying work.The

Engineering department develops the processes.The Manufacturing department builds the

product.The Maintenance department sustains the equipment.The Quality Assurance

department guarantees the function and condition of the product.The Shipping and Receiving

department accepts raw materials and sends out finished product.The Facilities department

maintains the environment in which the company operates.Within these departments are

processes, also operating sequentially or in parallel with each other and performing vital

functions. These processes may be confined to a particular area of a manufacturing facility,

distributed throughout, or may not have physical boundaries at all (such as an engineering

team whose members work remotely).In manufacturing, each process receives some type of

input (raw materials or a partially built product), performs a function (adding, modifying, or

removing material), and produces an output (an altered form of the product). Because of this,

processes typically have storage areas for raw materials, processing stations and associated

equipment, inspection stations and associated equipment, staging areas for incoming and

outgoing product, and a multitude of other physical entities. Unless you have a fully automated

assembly line (in which case your company has probably advanced beyond the point where

this book is needed), these physical entities don’t run themselves. They require people to

operate them. And people require information.

Finally, for those of you who are using Microsoft Word, I’ll give you specific instructions on how

to accomplish some of the most common formatting tasks in FORMATTING WITH
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information. So whether you’re contributing to an existing document system or building one

from scratch, it’s helpful to understand some general concepts regarding informational

structure. Although this book focuses on manufacturing, these concepts may also be applied to

other departments.2.1 Top-Down PerspectiveBefore writing any documentation, you need to

know the purpose of your content, the scope of topics it will cover, and the intended audience.

Will your content be instructive, merely informational, or both? Does this information already



exist elsewhere? If so, how much of your content will be new information? Does the new

information replace or supplement existing information? Does it contradict?All of these

questions arise because your documentation won’t exist in a vacuum. It will have a relationship

with other information. This larger informational structure is a system, and to know how your

new documentation fits into it, you must first design the system or get to know the one that is

already in place. This is what I call a top-down perspective.What types of information already

exist or need to be created? Are there different audiences for these information types? Are

there areas of overlap between the audiences and information types? How can you organize

the information to avoid duplicating it?Understand the system conceptually, from the top-down.

This is the same approach I’ve taken with this book �— �walking you through concepts and design

considerations first, before discussing how to implement those concepts.2.2 Bottom-Up

PerspectiveAfter you understand the structure, you can begin building a new system, modifying

an existing one, or just contributing content in an efficient and effective manner. When you

reach this stage of the process, you’ll be creating the individual pieces of a system and/or

fitting those pieces together. And since you can’t fit pieces together that don’t exist in the first

place, you must build or modify the system from the bottom-up. This is what I call a bottom-up

perspective.To reiterate … design or learn the system from the top-down; build or modify it

from the bottom-up.2.3 External vs. Internal Facing ContentPress releases. Websites. Ads. All

effective marketing content is created with an external-facing purpose. Its goal is to appeal to

an external audience �— �potential customers. And its topics, organization, and language are

structured to support this goal. To answer customer questions, meet their needs, and build their

confidence in your business.If you create an internal manufacturing document system with an

external marketing mindset, the result will be a confusing mess.Manufacturing documentation

is different because the audience is internal to the company. Its topics, organization, and

language must support a different goal. Because that goal is the proper functioning of the

company, manufacturing documentation is most effective when it is patterned after the

organization itself. In this way, the pieces of the document system are tangible versions of the

company’s functions.2.4 The Functional Structure of a CompanyWithin the company are

departments, operating sequentially or in parallel, each performing a vital business

function:The Marketing department attracts potential customers.The Sales department turns

leads into paying work.The Engineering department develops the processes.The

Manufacturing department builds the product.The Maintenance department sustains the

equipment.The Quality Assurance department guarantees the function and condition of the

product.The Shipping and Receiving department accepts raw materials and sends out finished

product.The Facilities department maintains the environment in which the company

operates.Within these departments are processes, also operating sequentially or in parallel

with each other and performing vital functions. These processes may be confined to a

particular area of a manufacturing facility, distributed throughout, or may not have physical

boundaries at all (such as an engineering team whose members work remotely).In

manufacturing, each process receives some type of input (raw materials or a partially built

product), performs a function (adding, modifying, or removing material), and produces an

output (an altered form of the product). Because of this, processes typically have storage areas

for raw materials, processing stations and associated equipment, inspection stations and

associated equipment, staging areas for incoming and outgoing product, and a multitude of

other physical entities. Unless you have a fully automated assembly line (in which case your

company has probably advanced beyond the point where this book is needed), these physical

entities don’t run themselves. They require people to operate them. And people require



information.2.5 Information Levels by AudienceBut what kind of information? That depends on

the employee’s role. The following are three roles typically found in a manufacturing

environment, and as you will see, thinking through the intended audience should have a

dramatic effect on the information you’re attempting to convey.NOTE: The following roles and

responsibilities will vary greatly between companies. These are presented only for the sake of

discussion, so any document-related conclusions drawn from these should be tailored to how

your company is actually organized.Operators perform the day-to-day functions of the process.

They operate the equipment, perform inspections, and move product to the next station. They

need to know how to operate the equipment, not how to program the machine itself or perform

maintenance on it. They need to know whether a defect makes the product rejectable, not the

minute details of how that defect will affect the product’s functionality. They need to know how

many products must be produced by the end of their shift, not how fluctuations in product flow

will affect downstream processes.Technicians do the hands-on work of setting up and

maintaining processes. They need to know how to operate the equipment as well as how to

program it. They must understand why a given defect makes the product rejectable so they can

give guidance on whether or not the inspection criterion applies. They need to understand the

impact of one process on another so they can respond appropriately to variations in the

quantity of products being produced.Engineers design and analyze the experiments that lead

to the processes in the first place. They don’t need to understand the details of how to operate

the equipment, but they need to understand its capabilities and how those capabilities compare

to similar machines. They must know the minute details of how a product functions so they can

ensure that all the necessary attributes are being inspected. And they often interface with

customers about production quotas, so they must also understand the impact of product losses

at various points along the manufacturing line.If operators must sift through information

intended for engineers to find what they need, the likelihood of error increases and the

manufacturing line loses efficiency. Personnel should have all the info they need, when and

where they need it, and nothing more. To accomplish this objective, the information should be

specific to the roles and responsibilities present within your company.2.6 The Natural

SequenceWhen you consider the information you intend to convey, as well as your audience, it

becomes clear that patterning your documentation after the organization itself is the best

choice. But with so much information to consider, where should you begin your documentation

efforts?As we discussed in The Functional Structure of a Company, there is an inherent

pattern to the organization of a company. In the same way, if you were to draw a diagram to

represent the relationship between the processes on your manufacturing line, you’d quickly

notice another pattern �— �a sequence.Granted, it may be complex, with parallel paths, decision

loops, and such. But at a high level, there would be a beginning, middle, and end as depicted

in Figure 1.Figure 1: The Manufacturing LineAs you can see, the arrangement of processes in

a manufacturing line also has an inherent structure to it. Each process is its own entity, yet it

has a relationship to other processes. Whether or not the manufacturing facility is physically

arranged to support this structure, the documentation can be. And doing so should be among

your first considerations.Now, if you were to take any one of these processes and summarize

the basic activities involved in running it, they would be:Understanding what, when, where,

how, and why to do somethingDoing itEvaluating if it was done correctlyThese roughly

correlate to the first three steps of the Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA) cycle used for continuous

improvement. Whether or not you are familiar with this methodology, the important point to note

here is that running a process requires three separate but related tasks.Employees running a

manufacturing process must understand the details of what they are supposed to do. Then



they do it, often with the aid of some equipment. Then they �— �or someone else �— �evaluates what

they’ve done to ensure it was done correctly. These three tasks are the basic building blocks of

manufacturing documentation.2.7 Process, Equipment, and InspectionIf you were to break

down each of your manufacturing processes into the categories of process instructions,

equipment instructions, and inspection criteria, you would begin to understand how many

times, or in how many locations, a given piece of information is used.
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